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ABSTRACT

UPSII) is a phonological database made up
of 33 primary vowel symbols. In this
paper we propose 33 vowel prototypes at
articulatory and acoustic levels. We can
generate them with an anthropomorphic
articulatory model. A wide—ranging
bibliographic study has enabled us to (i)
establish a classification of values for
articulatory input parameters, geometrical
values of the midsagittal section and
crucial values of the area functions; and
(ii) specify F1-F2-F3 formant values.
These prototypes have been used for a
prediction model of the sound systems of
world languages.

1. INTRODUCTION
The research of vowel prototypes has
been done in the frame of a substance-
oriented phonology. Tradionally, the
functional efficiency hypothesis, which is
looked for at the substance level, is
Widely used to explain the contents of
phonological systems. In this hypothesis,
distinctiveness plays a fundamental part:
each component is defined in relation to
the other components of the system. In
advocating a"subsrance-based" analysis,
Liljencrants & Lindblom [1] have
proposed to reverse the trend by stressing
the importance of the "lower levels" in the
emergence of systems. The selection of
sound units would rest on articulatory
and perceptive physiological constraints,
which would allow us to explain and
predict system structures. The theory of
mammal contrast and therefore the design
OfDPTOdlCllVC models both rely on the
prinCIple of sound discrimination. To
improve modelization, Schwartz & a1. [2]
have proposed the DFT model
(Drspersion- Focalizorion Theory): They
have added auditory pregnancy criteria to
distinctiveness [3] (see Schwartz, Boe,
Abry & Vallée in these Proceedings). To
Simulate typical vowel configurations in
an acoustic space with a model, we need
prototypes, specified both by articulatory
and acoustic characteristics [4].

Consequently, we will switch from form
to substance by establishing a relationship
between some linguistic units of a
representative sample of the phonological
inventory of world languages (UPSID [5]),
and their physical shape (articulatory and

acoustic parameters). In a typological
study [4], we have listed 33 vowel

qualities which permit to describe the set

of symbolic constituant elements of

UPSID's 317 systems. From a

normalization of the acoustic vowel space

[6], we have surveyed and estimated the

corresponding values for articulatory

input parameters and vocal tract geometry

(e.g. location and dimension of the

constriction, upper point of the tongue

body, furthest back point of the tongue

root in the pharynx). For this task, we

have used macro-variations [7],

— interface functions between articulatory

input and acoustic output —, which allow

to provide for (i) the acoustic

consequences of gestures, (relationship

between formants and articulators); (ii)

the influence of crucial geometrical

parameters [8] (location and dimension of

the constriction, and lips area) on the

acoustic output. The task has been

executed with SMIP, software developed

at the ICP within the framework of a

European project (ESPRIT/BR N°6975)
whose central core is made up of Maeda’s

articulatory model [9].

2. PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

The traditional description [10]. Whi‘fh
provides a position for each vowel in

terms of height and advancing tongue

arching in the buccal cavity, is

inadequate. The highest point of the

tongue is an operational descriptive

parameter whereas the location of the
constriction can be directly linked to the

acoustic output. Recently, Boe & al. [11]
have attempted to unify the traditional

description "lips, tongue arching" and
the acoustic oriented description ”troat-

tongue~lips".
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2.1. INVERSION:
It consists in deriving the vocal tract

shape from the acoustic output. Several

static articulatory configurations of the

vocal tract constitute what is called "a

fiber" of the articulatory space, i.e. they

make up a set of configurations which

supply the same acoustic output [12] [13].

We then need to select a single

configuration of the vocal tract and get rid

of the rest of the fiber by imposing

articulatory and acoustic constraints on

these prototypes with the help of

experimental and theoretical publications

available.

2.2. ARTICULATORYoACOUTIC
RELATIONSHIP:

Secondly, we have to deal with the non-

linear and discontinuous relationship

between articulation and acoustics.

Thanks to the study of macro-variations

we are able to foresee the relationship

between formants and articulators (Boe,

Badin & Perrier, in these Proceedings).

2.3. VARIABILITY:
Different strategies of tongue and jaw

allow to produce acoustically identical

vowels. Experiments such as "bite-block"

[14] show that the vocal tract is capable of

using articulatory compensations to

produce the same vowel under different

conditions.
However, research on invariance [8] [13]

[15] has shown an important regularity of

the location of the constriction in vowel

articulation, whatever the language.

These 3 fundamental issues have led us to

collect results of acoustic surveys as well

as data on articulatory descriptions [4].

3. METHOD

3.1. VOWEL SPACE: .

There are two fundamental constraints: (1)

any prototype must be included into

maximal vowel space [6]; (1i) the

COnfiguration proposed in that Space must

not fall into the “gap" observed in natural

language systems around 300 Hz for F1

and 1.000 Hz for F2, which corresponds to

formant area linked to the nasal-

Pharyngeal tract [16][l7].

3.2. PROTOTYPES FOR FRENCH:

A11 prototypes have been elaborated by

calculating dispersion ellipsmds, at the

acoustic level, of the to oral vowels. of

French [i e e a a o u y e tie] for which

numerous data were available [4]. Thanks
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to 60,000 sagittal views of the vocal tract,

generated by Maeda's articulatory model

[9], we have looked for the ones which

fitted our dispersion ellipsoids. With

sagittal views, the model supplies as with

the values of 7 control parameters

determining the position of articulators:

lips (retracted and protruded), tongue

(dorsum, body and tip), jaw and larynx.

Thanks to a sagittal section, we can

calculate with SMIP: (i) the area functions

whose crucial zones are: Xc the position

of the narrowing, its aperture Ac, and At

the lips area; (ii) the transfer function of

the vocal tract and forrnants.

In the same way as Majid & a1. [7], and

thanks to SMIP, we can infer articulatory

data from acoustic targets.

3.2. OTHER PROTOTYPES:

Acoustic targets of the remaining 23

vowels have been positioned in vowel

space thanks to surveys of formant data

from work done on modelling (synthetic

vowels), and various acoustic studies on

over 30 languages [4]. A database has thus

been constituted. It contains vowel

systems of various sizes. .

For choosing the value of articulatory

parameters, we have also worked with

macro-variations of French oral vowels

and a wide bibliographic survey.

Comparing the various data has enabled

us to find a coherence between

articulatory control parameters, crucral

values of the area function and posrtion in

the space formant, even though. the

variability of sources has sometimes

forced us to make compromises in

adjusting parameters (Figures I & 2).

The 33 acoustic prototypes retained can be

synthetized, allowing an auditory control.

4. PUTTING PROTOTYPES T0

GOOD USE

More than a stage between form and

substance to evaluate predictions,

prototypes are the raw material for a

whole field of research:

- First, vowel prototypes remind us of the

first definitions of "standard vowel

quality" of phoneticians [10] or the

Jones's cardinal vowels [18], whose

rimary objectives were to be a reference

for the IPA user.

- The hierarchical classification of

articulators for all prototypes allow to

address again the issue of traditional
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articulatory description of vowel and its
relationship with acoustic production [11].

- Prototypes are used as a preliminary
phase in any attempt at predicting vowel
systems. It is now common knowledge
that psycho-acoustic parameters are not
sufficient for all types of prediction and
we must look into articulatory production
process for criteria that could improve
simulations. Results of this type of
research look promising in order to
associate articulatory dimension to
acoustic and perceptive criteria of
distinctiveness — e.g. a description of the
articulatory distance (Berrah & al., in
these proceedings).
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Figure I. Scaling of the 33_ vowel prototypes by +.s
Lip Protruszon, Body, Ltp Height, Jaw and
Dorsum.
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